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Bartow: The Address of the President: This Changing World

THE ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT
THIS CHANGING WORLD
Enw ARD

BARTOW

In this address it is my purpose to express some ideas concerning the Changing World of education, science and invention.
The honor scholarship fraternity, Phi Beta Kappa, was established in 1776. Not more than one-third of the highest standing
members of each class could be elected to membership.
The National Academy of Science was founded in 1863 and
then science began to take a strong place in the college and university curricula. The honor scientific fraternity, Sigma Xi, was
established in 1890, more than a hundred years later than Phi
Beta Kappa. Members are elected from high standing students in
science who show' promise of future accomplishment in research.
The superiority in scholarship for which Phi Beta Kappa stands
has changed from the study of the classics and the training of
those who intended to enter the professions, the ministry, medicine,
law and teaching to a study of all branches of knowledge, including the sciences, commerce and engineering and the extension of
education from a few to the masses. Even as late as 1888, when
I entered college, my preparation was confined to Latin, Greek,
mathematics, English and history. A change in requirements had
already begun in other institutions as indicated by the formation
of Sigma Xi at Cornell in 1890. The change in my own college,
'vVilliams, began very soon after I graduated. In a short time,
Greek could be replaced by French, German or mathematics. To
be sure the requirements of French, German and mathematics were
so severe that many candidates could not fulfill them, and for
many years, it was easier to study Greek and pass the examination
in it, rather than to prepare to take examinations in the alternate
subjects.
The substitution of French and German for Latin and Greek
advanced rapidly especially in the universities of the Middle West,
so that for many years it has been possible to obtain a bachelor of
arts degree without Latin and Greek; in fact now very few high
schools throughout the whole country teach Greek. Latin is still
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required for entrance by a few conservative colleges. A recent
college bulletin tells that a student may enter \Villiams without
Latin. A still greater change is being considered here at Iowa.
There is now before the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts of
the State University a proposition to abolish mathematics as a
requirement for entrance to our state institutions in all courses
except engineering.
In 1888, I was required to present for college entrance four
years of Latin and three of Greek and was obliged to take one
and one-third years of each after entrance. For my life work,
modern languages would have been of more value though as one
of my colleagues at the University of Kansas once said, he was
glad that he had Latin and Greek because those subjects were
taught better than others during the days of his preparation for
college. He may have been right.
\Vhen one of my colleagues states that it is easier to learn French
after having studied Latin, it is my thought that students with
three years of French would be much further advanced in that
subject than one who has spent part of his time on Latin and part
on French.
The changing world is well illustrated in our conception of the
so-called elements. The ancients considered that the universe was
made of four elements, earth, air, fire and water to which Aristotle
added the fifth, the quinta esscntia. Our weather term, elements,
is a survival of this early idea.
The first of the elements as we know them today were the metals
which occur free in nature. They were given names which described some property. These include gold, silver, copper, mercury and others. The metallic elements discovered later were
given names with the termination "ium." From 1770 to 1790, or
during the latter part of the eighteenth century, a number of
elements, especially gases, were discovered. These were given the
termination ''gen" because in combination, they made certain substances, as for example, oxygen, acid maker, hydrogen, water
maker, nitrogen. nitre maker.
The early nineteenth century gave us the process of electrolysis.
by which the elements sodium, potassium and later rubidium,
caesium and lithium were prepared and named with the termina~
tion "ium" which was adopted for new elements.
It was during this period that the classification of elements was
begun. Through various stages, it resultecl in the discovery by
Mencleleeff, a Russian, of the periodic law and the arrangement
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of the elements in the periodic table. This law indicated that there
were a certain munber of elements and that they were arranged
in eight groups. There were a number of blanks in the eight groups.
Mendeleeff prophesied that new elements would be found to fill
the blank spaces. The :-paces have been filled to element 92,
Uranium.
The chemical world was astonished about 1895 when an entirely
new group of elements was found for which there was no place
in the Periodic Table. This meant the establishment of a new
group in the Periodic Table. named the zero group containing the
elements, helium, argon, neon, the new one; krypton, the hidden
one; xenon, the stranger; and radon, associated with radium.
The discovery of new elements has invariably followed the
invention of new tools which could he used by workers in science.
After the invention of the pneumatic trough, oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen were discovered; after the invention of an electrolytic
cell, the elements, sodium, potassium. rubidium, and caesium were
discovered and made by the electrolysis of their salts.
Accurate determinations of the specific gravity of nitrogen
separated from the air and made from chemicals resulted in the
discovery of the zero group of elements. A comparison of the two
nitrogens showed that the nitrogen obtained from the air was
heavier than the nitrogen made by the decomposition of compounds
containing nitrogen. The idea was conceived that something heavier
than nitrogen must be present in atmospheric nitrogen. The discovery of the process of liquefying air made its fractional distillation possible leading to the discovery of argon and later to the
discovery of the elements, neon, krypton and xenon.
Elements had been thought to be of homogeneous composition,
that is composed of one kind of atoms. About 1919 it was discovered that many of them are mixtures of atoms of different atomic
weight. The related atoms are called isotopes.
In i\Iay, 1934, Dr. Harold C. lJ rey of Columbia lJniversity gave
an address at the Staie University of Iowa on the isotopes of
hydrogen and heavy water. H ~ 0. which he had discovered. For
his work he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 1934.
The discovery rcsnltecl from finding that the last drops of water
distilled from a flask gave lines in the spectrum that were not
lines of hydrogen or lines of any known substance. Calculations
indicated that there was one part in about 4000 of something
heavier than ordinary hydrogen. This has lead to the discovery of
the isotope of hydrogen, called FF, twice as heavy as ordinary
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hydrogen. According to the periodic arrangement of the elements,
there should be an H 3 with an atomic weight of 3 before we come
to helium. This isotope has since been found by Professor Rutherford of England.
It is a long way from the original concept of the elements,
earth, air, fire and water to that of the present day, when beginning with hydrogen, atomic weight 1, there is a continuous series
of elements or isotopes of elements differing by one unit. With
few exceptions either elements or isotopes have been found in a
complete series to an atomic weight of 40. It will be for the
chemist and physicist to fill in the gaps to atomic weight, 238, that
is to the heaviest known element uranium, Number 92. They may
go higher.
A few years ago by definition, an atom was the smallest particle
of matter that had not yet been divided. Today, the chemists and
physicists have looked inside the atom and find that it is made up
of protons and neutrons. The number o( the protons and neutrons
determines the properties of each element or isotope.
The elements of the zero group which were discovered so recently seemed at first to have no special practical application. Now
the rare gas helium, non inflammable, and with a lifting power
slightly less than hydrogen, is used in filling our dirigible balloons.
Other gases, especially neon, are used in illumination. The illuminated advertising signs which are so common in our cities are
filled with neon or other gases.
Some metallic elements which a few years ago were classed as
rare have found enormous applications in industry. Aluminium
is the most prominent. Discovered in 1828 by W oehler, it still
cost $15.00 a pound in 1886. At that time Hall found a way to
make it in a special electrolytic cell. Now it costs twenty cents a
pound. In one hundred years it has become almost indispensable.
Without it our aeroplanes, dirigibles, automobiles, and the light
stream-lined railway trains would not have been possible. Magnesium, an element lighter than aluminium, is now being manufactured in quantity. lts alloys are finding use in industry especially in the manufacture of aeroplanes, dirigibles and truck bodies.
The gondola for the stratosphere flight was made of magnesium.
Beryllium, a still lighter metal, will be found very useful if a
method for its cheap production can be found. Its present cost is
$100 per pound. Because it is combined in silicates, it is difficult
to separate it from its ores. Vv e will not say that it cannot be made
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cheaply enough to come into general use some day for as apparently
impossible things have been done.
Our electric lights are made possible by tungsten, a rare element.
Special steels contain vanadium, an element which a few years ago
was hardly known.
At a recent meeting of the American Chemical Society in St.
Petersburg, Florida, in 1934, a paper which created a great deal
of attention, described the recovery of bromine from sea water.
Bromine had been made in Michigan from brines from deep wells.
The sea water contains less bromine than the bromine allowed to
go to waste in the spent liquors in the manufacture in Michigan.
By an improved process, thousands of pounds of bromine are now
being made from sea water. The water is taken from the sea on
the shores of North Carolina, the bromine removed and the spent
liquor passed into the Cape Fear River some twelve miles from
its mouth so that the water from which bromine has been removed
will not be returned to dilute the sea water at the intake. We
will hear some details of the process from Dr. Stewart this
evening.
A few years ago there was an invention for obtaining gold from
sea water. It proved to be a fake. Some gold has been obtained
by the Ethyl-Dow Corporation. Reports indicate that there is probably two and one-half parts per billion gold in sea water. A cubic
mile would contain $10,000,000 worth. There are 67 parts per
million of bromine in the same quantity of sea water. It is easier
to obtain and at twenty cents per pound would have a value of
$123,000,000. It is more worth while to get the bromine.
In making records of events, inventions or discoveries, we note
astonishing changes. The earliest records are the ideographs and
hieroglyphics laboriously carved on stone. Alphabets were invented.
Records were written on papyrus. Paper was invented greatly
increasing the speed of recording and the extent of distribution.
The slow hand printing or writing of the records was speeded up
by the invention of movable type. The hand press was followed
by the power press and has developed into the enormous rotary
power press of the present day.
Drawing and painting to illustrate records have been followed by
photography. The sensitized film of nitrocellulose or cellulose
acetate is the latest development in the making of records.
A meeting was held in Paris, March 27, 1934, to consider
chemical documentation. Representatives were present from Eng-
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land, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Holland, Germany, France, and
the United Statcs. 1
The meeting was called in Paris, France by the International
Office of Chemistry which is promoting a scheme to make chemical
literature from all the world available to all who are interested.
As a result of the meeting, it is proposed to prepare a list of "centers of documentation," that is places where chemical literature
would be accumulated from which reproductions of articles could
be obtained.
Paris is too far away for consultation by the chemists of many
countries, and especially for the U nitecl States. vVe should have
our own office of chemistry and centers of documentation.
In investigating the subject, I made a study of the situation with
respect to chemical research at the State University of Iowa. Many
may think that chemistry is all laboratory work. As a matter of
fact, it is estirnated by the International Office of Chemistry that
there are 3500 journals in the w:orld in \vhich chemical articles
are being published. The American Chemical Society publishes an
abstract journal, printing at intervals a list of periodicals which
are regularly abstracted. The last list contains 1996 names of
periodicals and shows where each is found in 250 libraries in the
United States.
Five hundred and twenty-two of these periodicals are available
on the campus of the State University of Iowa in the libraries of
chemistry, medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, engineering, etc.
At Iowa State College at Ames, there are 270 journals that are
not in the State University of Imva libraries. At the John Crerar
library in Chicago, there are 282 periodicals that are not found at
either of the two institutions in Iowa. It is very easy to obtain the
journals from Ames or Chicago so that 1074 of the 1996 periodicals can be quickly obtained. The "List of Periodicals" published
by Chemical Abstracts shows us at once where the remaining
periodicals can be obtained and shows the geographical distribution of the 250 libraries. Each of the forty-eight states has one or
more libraries on the list. It is therefore quite easy to obtain the
1 I.

England -- Professor Philip, editor of British Abstracts.
2. France - Charles Marie, secretary-general of the International Annual Tables
of Constants, Paris. Jean Gerard, International Office of Chemistry.
P. Rourgeois, International Office of Chemistry.
.
3. Germany - Dr. Pflueckc~ Direct<Jr in chief of Chem. Zentralblatt, 13er1in.
4. Holland - F. Donker Duyvis, member of the patent conncil of Holland.
5. Italy---- Director Meneghini, Industrial Chemical Institute and Engineering School
of Padua.
6. Spain - Professor ] . 1funoz, professor of the Agricultural College, 1\Iadrid.
7. Switzerland - Professor Dutoit. University of Lausanne.
8. Cnited States of America - Edward Bartow, Chemical Abstracts of the American
Chemical Society. Atherton Seidell, National Research Council.
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original of any article which we need for reference 111 the course
of our studies.
There is some expense for shipment and periodicals can be kept
for a limited time only. To avoid shipment, many libraries have
facilities for making photostatic reproductions. Photostatic reproductions are made for a fee which may be quite an item when many
pages have to be copied.
A process recently developed of photographing pages on 16 or
35 mm, moving picture film promises a less expensive method of
distrilmtion.
The Library of Congress has had 500,000 pages of rare books
from French libraries copied on 35 mm. motion picture film and
enlarged by Lemar of Paris.
The Library of the United States Department of Agriculture in
·washington has established a Biblio-film Service (described in
Science 81 : 174-6 1935) which will furnish 35 mm. reproductions
on film of any article in any publication in their library. The cost
has been placed provisionally at ten cents per article of ten pages
or less and five cents for each additional 10 pages.
\Ve have at the State University of Iowa facilities for making
reproductions on films and projecting them in such a way that they
can be easily read. A memLer of the history department has made
photographs of over 180,000 pages of references in European
Libraries. These pictures are so small that a whole volume can be
reproduced on a film which requires less space than an ordinary
napkin ring.
There should be a place in every university where any department or any other institutions can have a rare article copied at a
nominal cost.
For world chemistry, it is proposed that centers of documentation shall have facilities for making film reproductions of any
journal article or book in its library. A list of such centers will
show where films can be obtained. Any research worker can then
obtain film reproductions of rare articles. He or his institution
must have a projection apparatus whether or not they have the
photographing apparatus. It is expected that an inexpensiYe projecting outfit will soon be available. The scheme promises to be a
very satisfactory development for recording and disseminating
literature.
Many other changes have occurred in this changing world. It is
not possible to go into detail but let me illustrate by transportation
and communication. See what has happened in transportation. Be-
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ginning with walking or running and the carrying of burdens on the
back, primitive man trained the horse and other animals to bear
him and to transport his burdens. The invention of the wheel increased the usefulness of the horse. The invention of the steam
engine made our railroads possible. We are getting speed with the
stream-lined train. The internal combustion engine has given us
the automobile and the aeroplane. The continent is crossed regularly in a day by aeroplane and crossing the oceans is but a matter of a short time. Only quite recently a record flight was made
across the Pacific from California to Hawaii.
In the realm of communication, we have first the voice, then
drum beating, followed by fire signals, then the telegraph, the
telephone, and the wireless carrying both sound and pictures.
Naturally in discussing the changing world I have elaborated
illustrations from or related to my own science, chemistry. You,
who are workers in other sciences, would find remarkable changes
in your own field. The subject is inexhaustible.
We may well ask what will come next? With these discoveries
and inventions, it would seem as if we had reached the ultimate.
Many of these changes have taken place in my lifetime. At present
it would seem as if there could be nothing more, but there will be
more. You will see or even participate in new discoveries in this
changing world.
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IowA,
Iow A CITY, Iow A.
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